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From Page 14
Let's move on with SMPS power boards:

Fig4A illustrates a very basic diagram of a SMPS using an Active Power
Factor Correction IC and a PWM IC, NOTE The PWM control IC can be
integrated into another IC such as a PFC IC, or Mode Control IC,, it doesn't
have to be a separate semi-conductor chip (as illustrated in Fig4A). However
for learning purposes we will keep the PWM IC as an external function
(separate IC) for now.
Some SMPS manufactures don't incorporate ………….
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From Page 17

Often on the secondary heat sink there will be several 3-pin power rectifiers
each of which contain two internal power diodes, along with smaller
electrolytic capacitors and energy coils in the low-DC filtering stage. The
DC filtering stage filters the ………..
To read the rest of the chapter of “LCD TV SMPS” (58 pages) please click
below:

Click Here
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